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AUTOMOTIVE CX SUMMIT 2017



Significant Takeaways for Presentations from TLS Summit: Big Picture Observations & Trend-Spotting from the 2017 TLS Summit § § § §



There was no talk about the end or decline in car ownership or ride sharing New dealer business models based on Math, Discipline, Kiosks, & Believing No real use of AI or Machine Learning or Chatbots in dealerships, presently Dealers adopting pick & delivery of customer vehicles for service



To see the agenda & presenters at this year’s Summits, go to http://tlsummits.com/ ___________________________________________________________________________



Paragon Honda – Brian Benstock § § §



Facebook has the greatest impact on dealer new car sales Dealership has plan to 2x Sales by end of 2018 with ParagonDirect Car Dealer Model is extinct; New Dealer Biz model emulates Facebook



More of visionary ideas for dealers and Honda at www.paragonhonda.com/paragondirect __________________________________________________________________________



Digital Data Solutions - Graham Line & Kevin Root § § § §



Algorithms capture car-shopper cell phone data from 90,000 sites Programmed algorithm that “knows“ everything about researching car shopper Spells the end of Sales Funnel and shortens buying gestation period to 9 days. Knows color of the Fish, how many, where they are, and what they are doing.



More about how “Pulse” is going to transform auto sales process http://www.relevateauto.com/relevateauto-grahamline/



Significant Takeaways for Presentations from TLS Summit 2017:



RedCap Valet – David Zwick § § §



Out of the Store Experience for auto customers being adopted by dealers SW-Concierge Service to pick & deliver customer vehicles for services /sales Saving dealer customers time is the big selling issue & expanding services



Get more detail on why dealers and their customers love this service www.redcapvalet.com ________________________________________________________________________



Galpin Ford & Companies – Brian Allan Four reasons why Galpin Motors is confident about the future auto business: -- Fuel Costs low and projected to remain so -- Aging of Vehicle Fleet means increased replacement sales -- Total Ownership Cost of New car less than older model ---Productivity of auto sales process increasing from technology See how and why Galpin is one of the leading auto retailers in the country. http://www.galpin.com/ ____________________________________________________________________



Cardinale Auto Group – Erich Gale Auto Sales are about relationships where everybody wins Discipline and Math are secrets to dealer performance & process Use of Predicative Profits Business model -- Migrated to dealer service ZMO. Learn more about how this dealer group made an amazing turn around http://www.cardinale-group.com/ See more detail on www.automotivedigest.com and Blog postings
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Three Significant Breakthrough Developments Being Integrated into. Driving Systems for Safety, Connectivity, & Response. Content source from & by Shams ...




















Ten Latest Trends from Hollywood for Automotive ... - Automotive Digest 

Live Streaming of programming content is hot. State of ... Two new programming sites producing own programming â€“ Crackle & Epix. Crackle ... Epix has content from three big network studio and with ... going to be a kind of social platform.
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producing content & marketing that will ultimately impact automotive marketing ... Two new programming sites producing own programming â€“ Crackle & Epix.
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One of the key advantages of EDGE Simulcast, over other remote bidding systems, ... please e-mail Michelle Fujimoto, Marketing Communications Manager to ...
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by its innovative application features and single-clerk interface. Auction Edge ... Auction Edge provides a complete suite of products and services for auction.




















Guidelines - Automotive Digest 

Oct 1, 2013 - The Korean automakers have made tremendous strides over the years ...... about our exclusive mobile app for dealers, NADA MarketValues.
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spike in personal income in December (driven by special dividends and early bonus payments ahead of tax hikes) and a significant rise in the stock market.
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Let's start with the basics so we're all on the same page. ... staff to make, and export a list of customers for mailers or external call centers. ..... computer attached ... extra pricing assistance on their next car (of course, this was all worded.
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my people roughly ten minutes to get their head straight before picking up the phone ..... CRM is a good place to connect social media best practices because it is all about doing .... traffic changes based on external campaigns. With that said ...
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Tusker worked with leading carbon management consultants, Carbon Footprint, to show that its carbon emissions over the 12 month period from April 2011 to March 2012 had fallen to 93.95 tonnes of carbon dioxide from 103.67 tonnes in the previous year.
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The company, which supplies Leaselink, the UK's leading e-procurement platform for the contract hire and leasing and fleet management industries, had outgrown its previous offices in. Cumnor, where it had ... Ebbon-Dacs, which is owned by a private e
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Rebecca Honey, Senior Environmental Consultant at Carbon Footprint said: â€œTusker has once again demonstrated its commitment to the environment.
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Apr 10, 2017 - Private Sector Hiring like Crazy: Strong for Small Biz, Goods Producing ... Could Mean: Dealer focus on small business, professionals, ...
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Oct 1, 2013 - ing, and will make businesses more cautious in their approach to hiring; ...... Android device users can now download and subscribe to NADA MarketValues. ... about our exclusive mobile app for dealers, NADA MarketValues.
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Feb 1, 2015 - Mirroring new registration trends, off-rental ... both 2016 and 2017, to reach 14.1 million units by the end of the period .... Business Development.
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... which is owned by a private equity group, provides business process automation solutions ... Email: [email protected] ... MGMedia Services.
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net increase of 157,000 jobs and a slight uptick in the unemployment rate to 7.9%, was greeted with ... used vehicle sales that occurred during the same period.
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Mar 19, 2013 - dealerships' average online star ratings and new vehicle sales. Based on ... were matched up with new vehicle registration data from Polk.
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Mar 19, 2013 - average star ratings on new vehicle sales,â€� said Brad Korner, vice president, sales and client services, automotive retail and media solutions with Polk. â€œWe work with automotive marketing decision makers to help them understand an
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... for business and saves time on the call yet this only occurred 62% of the time. 3. ... call and guiding it toward an appointment yet only 69% of the time did call ... caller that the call handler cares, it's an effective way to identify potential
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Six Finalists in the Running for AOL Autos' Technology of the Year Award ... each embodying the latest and greatest developments in automotive fuel economy,.
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2. IBM's Bet on Bitcoin will bring BlockChain to Auto Soon. Why you should keep reading about Blockchain technology: Answer: Cuz it is ... ibm-bitcoin.html.
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data analytics, in addition to its ability to deliver meaningful content and commentary in context. These capabilitiesâ€”when utilized effectivelyâ€”can create a ...
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Apr 13, 2017 - In spring 2015 I launched an internal initiative named Project ... machine to send a three-part email campaign once someone downloads an e-book. ... Think about all the data flooding in from social media, CRM, sales, ...
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